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		The popularity of Microsoft's Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is growing rapidly. Part of the reason is ASP's flexibility: the output of ASP scripts is most commonly HTML, which is included in the text stream returned to the client, making it a convenient way of creating browser-independent web content. But an additional reason--and one that will become more and more important over time, as webapplications replace web pages--is its extensibility. And the most effective way to extend ASP is to develop custom ASP components.However, the techniques for developing custom ASP components, along with the snags and pitfalls of developing custom components, are not well documented. In addition, to successfully develop ASP components one must be a jack-of-all-trades: programming requires some knowledge of COM, of threading models, and of the ASP object model, as well as a mastery of one or more language tools and development environments.That's where Developing ASP Components comes in. The first section of the book explores the topics all developers need to know to develop components for ASP effectively:

		
			The configuration of the ASP development environment
	
			ASP components and the Component Object Model (COM)
	
			ASP components and threading models
				
					ASP components and the Microsoft Transaction Server, which can be used to provide a variety of services to ASP components
	
					The objects, properties, methods, and events available in the ASP object model


			Because more and more developers find themselves using more than a single language tool, the remaining three sections of the book each focus on ASP component development using any of the three major development tools: Microsoft Visual Basic, Microsoft Visual C++ and the ActiveX Template Library (ATL), and Microsoft J++. Each section carefully focuses on the issues that concern the ASP component developer who is using that particular development environment. These include:
				
					Accessing ASP's intrinsic objects
	
					Accessing data using either OLE DB (in the case of C++) or ADO (in the case of VB and J++)
	
					Creating n-tier web applications with VB
	
					Handling persistence using MFC along with Visual C++/ATL
	
					Accessing native code (the Windows libraries, which are written in C) from J++


			This thorough coverage of the background information needed for developing ASP components, as well as its focus on the component development in each of three major development environments, makes Developing ASP Components the definitive resource for the ASP application and component developer.
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Computers Under Attack: Intruders, Worms and VirusesAddison Wesley, 1990

	This book is broken down into 6 parts. The first describes the emergence of a worldwide network of computers, here called Worldnet, and the practices that people have engaged in as a result. The second part describes the problem of electronic breakins. The third part deals with the phenomenon of worms. The fourth part deals with viruses. The...
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Adobe Fireworks CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Fireworks CS5 choose Adobe Fireworks CS5

	Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 13 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Fireworks CS5. Readers will...
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Physics of Semiconductor DevicesSpringer, 2002
Physics of Semiconductor Devices is a textbook aimed at college undergraduate and graduate teaching. It covers both basic classic topics such as energy band theory and the gradual-channel model of the MOSFET as well as advanced concepts and devices such as MOSFET short-channel effects, low-dimensional devices and single-electron transistors. As a...
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The Financial Crisis of Our Time (Financial Management Association Survey and Synthesis)Oxford University Press, 2011

	In 2006 residential real estate prices peaked and started to fall, then threatened the world's financial institutions in 2007, and confronted the global economy with disaster in 2008. In the past few years, millions of people have lost very substantial portions of their wealth. And while the markets have rebounded considerably, they are...
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Take Your Sales to the Next Level: Advanced Skills to Build Stronger Relationships and Close More DealsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Expand your customer relationships into higher levels of commitment—and close more sales!


	You may have many great customer relationships—but there’s a good chance you have an even greater number of relationships that aren’t where you want them to be.


	With the lessons in Take Your...
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Harwood-Nuss' Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine (Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine (Harwood-Nuss))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Organized for easy reference, this comprehensive, concise, and clinically focused text covers all aspects of emergency medicine. Chapters follow a consistent, structured format—key points, clinical presentation, differential diagnosis, evaluation, management, disposition, and common pitfalls.

	
		This edition places...
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